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ABSTRACT

One content marketing strategy currently proliferating on Facebook is the use of “clickbait,” or sensational, headlines to attract readers to view the content being marketed. The aim of this study is to examine how the use of clickbait headlines on Facebook influences the perceived credibility of the story source by employing a 2 (news type) x 2 (source type) x 2 (level of source credibility) online experiment. Participants were presented with either clickbait or traditional science news headlines, which differed in the type of source (education vs. news) and the level of source credibility (low vs. high.) After exposure to each headline, they were then asked to rate their perceived credibility toward the source of the article. The findings showed that the use of clickbait headlines results in negative effects on perceived source credibility. Also, sources with pre-existing low credibility suffered the most when using clickbait strategies than sources with high pre-existing credibility.
Introduction

In the current economic and political climates, public funding for higher education, and specifically for scientific research, has decreased in recent years (Yamaner, 2013; State Higher Education Finance FY 2013, 2014). Further, the U.S. Congress has introduced new requirements for federal funding agencies, such as the National Science Foundation, to increase science communication requirements for any scientific research they fund, stipulating that researchers must communicate their findings and research value to the general public if their work is to be funded by the government (The America Creating Opportunities to Meaningfully Promote Excellence in Technology, Education, and Science Reauthorization Act of 2010, 2011). The new federal funding requirements have increased the importance of science communication, both of effort and effectiveness, as many federal grant applications now list it as a requirement. Furthermore, many science communicators say decreasing federal research dollars is creating a high level of competition for promoting results from scientific research (Treise & Weigold, 2002).

When seeking to improve the effectiveness of science communication, the credibility of the source is one important factor, as audiences discount messages from untrustworthy sources (Hovland & Weiss, 1952). Credibility of the organization performing the scientific work also is vital, as it is an important factor in winning future federal grant funding (Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, 2015; The Grantsmanship Center, 2014). Thus, maintaining and increasing the credibility of the source of the science and subsequent communication of that science is important in improving the
efficacy of the communication, as well as to maintain and increase opportunities to garner further federal funding. Nielsen et al. (2005) found that while scientists do not believe a lack of science credibility is a problem, they believe a lack of understanding and respect for science does exist. They also found a concern among scientists for communicating science in a credible way and presented a code of conduct for how to minimize hype in science press releases (Nielsen et al., 2005).

Beyond concerns for source credibility, many science communication scholars believe science and the importance of scientific research is not communicated effectively to the general public (Treise & Weigold, 2002), particularly because of studies showing a lack of knowledge or “illiteracy” from the public about science (Hartz & Chappell, 1997; Paisley, 1998; Maienschein et al., 1999). Science communication is important to the broader public as it can provide information important to forming opinions about public policy and the costs and benefits of government-funded scientific research (Treise & Weigold, 2002), so the importance of increasing the efficacy of such communications efforts is obvious.

As technology advances, new avenues of communication are continually being created. Concurrently, literature on the effects of these advances naturally falls behind what is happening in the real world, creating a gap in the knowledge of the effects of these new modes of communication. Social media, specifically Facebook, is one of these modes of communication that remains understudied due to its relatively recent rise to proliferation. One strategy that many Facebook communicators, including journalists, bloggers and marketers, have begun to employ to attract readers to their messages is the use of “clickbait” headlines connected to hyperlinks back to their online stories housed
on websites outside of Facebook. These clickbait headlines are a form of content marketing meant to be vague, yet interesting enough to garner readers to click the headlines, taking them from their Facebook timelines to the communicators’ own webpages where the readers can learn more information (Elliss, 2014). Clickbait headlines are sensational in nature and are designed to attract attention and induce curiosity about the stories they reference without revealing key information (Clickbait, 2015).

These clickbait headlines also must be interesting enough to encourage Facebook users to share on their own Facebook pages so their friends can see the stories for themselves (Hensinger, Flaounas & Cristianini, 2013). Typically, these headlines include ambiguous and often sensational promises about the content it is promoting, such as: “You’ll never believe what happened when…” , “This is the cutest thing ever…” and “This the biggest mistake you can make…” (Shire, 2014). It is shown that clickbait headlines are effective in gaining clicks from readers, as notable users of the strategy enjoy large readership (Elliss, 2014). For example, Buzzfeed.com gains more than 14 million unique viewers a day (Quantcast, 2015) while Upworthy garnered 88 million unique visitors in a single month in 2013 while utilizing clickbait headlines as a primary strategy (Abebe, 2014).

Criticism has arisen against the use of clickbait as a content marketing strategy. In the fall of 2014, Facebook announced that they were making changed to reduce clickbait headlines that were visible in users’ timelines (El-Arini & Tang, 2014). Facebook claimed their users were complaining that clickbait headlines often fall in to the category of “spam,” or undesirable content that they do not want to see (Owens & Turitzin, 2014).
Facebook refers to clickbaiting as “when a publisher posts a link with a headline that encourages people to click to see more, without telling them much information about what they will see” (El-Arini & Tang, 2014, p. 1). Facebook claims that, over time, clickbait headlines “drown out content” that users want to see instead (El-Arini & Tang, 2014, p. 1).

Academic resources have been expended in recent years to determine methods to detect clickbait online in order to recognize clickbait as “false news.” Chen, Conroy, and Rubin (2015a) recognized the confusing nature of clickbait headlines and recommended proactive public engagement to promote digital literacy practices, as well as the development of automated tools to aid content creators and consumers in evaluating the credibility of online news. Further, Chen, Conroy, and Rubin (2015b) examined potential methods for recognizing textual and non-textual cues in the attempt to recognize clickbait. They found that clickbait can be identified through a consideration of the existence of linguistic patterns, including the use of suspenseful language, a reversal narrative style, forward referencing, unresolved pronouns, and a recommendation of how readers should perceive the story emotionally (Chen, Conroy & Rubin, 2015b).

The proliferation of clickbait on Facebook as a content marketing strategy for garnering page views brings about the question of whether this strategy has any beneficial or detrimental effects for those who employ it. In order to fill an existing gap in the literature, this thesis asks whether the use of clickbait is a sound strategy for science communicators to employ when communicating research findings to large audiences. Further, despite the popularity of social media (i.e. Facebook) as a communication mode, little research has been done in this area. Thus, the main goal of
the thesis is to examine how the use of clickbait headlines on Facebook to attract readers to view articles on new scientific research findings influences the perceived credibility of the story source. It is expected that the results of this study will provide practical implications for science and other online communicators as to whether the use of clickbait headlines would be effective to communicate science research while keeping their credibility intact.
Literature Review

Science communication involves active attempts to communicate scientific findings to a broad audience (Priest, 2010). This process can be realized in many forms and from many sources, including journalists and news organizations (Weigold, 2001). This thesis considers science communication primarily from academic organizations and other sources responsible for both the performance of scientific research and the promotion and communication of those findings (i.e. journalistic news organizations.) Weigold (2001) identifies those whose are employed by these institutions to communicate science as science information professionals. In general, science communication from research institutes is considered equal to public relations communications and thus science information professionals also serve as public relations practitioners and are common in most universities, major research laboratories and industrial and scientific organizations (Carver, 2014; Weigold, 2001; Rogers, 1986). Overall, this thesis explores how the presence of clickbait headlines contributes to or detrims the advance of science communication. In the literature review section, major concepts of the thesis—headlines, social media and Facebook, credibility, and the theoretical framework—media priming—are discussed.

Headlines

Headlines, in a traditional sense, can be defined as short, riveting synopses of their corresponding news items (Dor, 2003) seeking to perform two functions: to summarize the story and to attract attention to the full-text article (Ifantidou, 2008). Space limitations, however, make it impossible for headlines to tell the whole story,
leading, in many cases, to hyping certain story aspects while leaving others out (Tannenbaum, 1953). One way headline writers cope with space limitations is through the use of innuendo, often involving qualifiers that may reduce the accuracy of the statements (Wegener et al., 1998). Andrew (2007) examined newspaper coverage of the 2004 Canadian federal election campaign and found that headlines failed to accurately represent the articles they advertised in election news reports. This result revealed that readers who only scanned headlines of election reports would be left with a different understanding of the news than those who read the full reports (Andrew, 2007). Further, headlines of general political news reports have been shown to experience the same factual departure between headlines and their corresponding stories (Althaus, Edy, & Phalen, 2001). These findings reveal the trend of journalists using headlines as a strategy to catch the attention of readers, even if the headlines do not match the tone and content of the corresponding articles. Further, headlines are used to attract readers’ attentions in a way that individuals choose to read the content based on information provided in the headline. Likewise, journalists and content creators craft their headlines in ways that utilize their attention-grabbing features. Thus, this thesis views that headlines of messages are one of several message features to achieve such persuasion goals of content creators and that sensational clickbait headlines are common tools for doing so in a social media context.

In fact, Dor (2003) defined headlines as “relevance optimizers” meaning that writers create and add headlines to “optimize the relevance of their stories for readers” (p. 696). Also, he found that editorial professionals used “professional imperatives” to dictate the choice of headlines for specific stories which naturally can be reduced to the
act of relevance optimization (Dor, 2003 p. 695). On the other hand, skilled readers spend most of their time scanning headlines rather than reading stories, which can be attributed to the attempt for relevance optimization among readers (Dor, 2003). Furthermore, Ifantidou (2008) found that readers tend to disregard information, clarity, meaning and length of headlines as long as those headlines attract their attention. This finding was evidence of how readers select headlines based on expectations of relevance in an attempt to optimize the efficiency of their processing effort with the net gains in cognitive effects (Ifantidou, 2008).

Social Media and Facebook

Boyd and Ellison (2007) define social media or “social network sites” as:

Web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system. The nature and nomenclature of these connections may vary from site to site (Boyd & Ellison, 2007, p. 2).

Facebook, the most prolific of the social media sites with more than 1.1 billion users worldwide (eBiz MBA Guide, 2016), allows users and groups to connect with other users and groups through private messages and “wall posts”. Other social media sites include Twitter, which allows users to send short messages to other users or “followers”, LinkedIn, which is a professional/career advancement networking site, and MySpace, which is similar to Facebook in that users “friend” other users to gain access to their personal profile pages. All of the sites listed are free to access and use, which allows public relations practitioners to utilize the social media services even on limited budgets. Shao (2008) lumps these social media websites in with other websites such as YouTube and Wikipedia, calling this broad category User Generated Media. This is because
profiles on Facebook or Twitter are maintained and updated entirely by users. The websites’ only role is to host and aggregate the content created by the users.

A majority of PR professionals consider using social media important to their work. For instance, in a study (Wright & Hinson, 2010), 77% of PR practitioners believed using Facebook was crucial for their organizations. The importance of an active Facebook profile can be monetized as well. Syncapse Corp., a Toronto-based social media management software provider, as cited by Mulvihill (2011) conducted a study to find how much a single Facebook page “fan like” from a user is worth. The findings showed that, on average, a customer of an organization who is a fan of their Facebook page is worth $136.38 more than a customer who is not a fan on the social media site (Syncapse Corp., 2010).

When discussing organizational use, some focused research has been completed on how organizations use Facebook. Waters and his colleagues (2009) conducted a study of 275 nonprofit organizations’ Facebook profiles to observe how these organizations use Facebook in a PR capacity to advance their missions and programs. Findings showed that these organizations were not taking full advantage of all the applications available to them on Facebook. Most nonprofit organizations did not use Facebook as a source of news information dissemination, but rather only used it as a form of disclosure by simply giving information about the organization and its goals (Waters et al., 2009). Also, most nonprofits did not take advantage of the interactive nature of Facebook, but rather ignored many features such as photo posting capabilities and discussion forums (Waters et al., 2009). The researchers attributed this lack of use to staffing problems and ability to provide constant attention to a Facebook page (Waters et al., 2009).
In short, Facebook has gained its popularity from organization users (including science communication institutions), not just from individuals. Based on this trend, this thesis examines the effect of clickbait headlines on source credibility in the context of social media, specifically Facebook.

**Credibility**

Scholars have defined credibility using many dimensions, including believability, reliability, accuracy, trust, objectivity, fairness and many others (Self, 1996). According to Metzger et al. (2003), credibility is defined in terms of perceptions of the media, characteristics of persuasive source and of message structure and content. While no conclusive definition of credibility exists, most literature agrees that two key factors of credibility include expertise and trustworthiness (Hovland, Janis & Kelley, 1953). Fogg (2003a) described expertise in its relation to credibility as the “perceived knowledge, skill, and experience of the source” (p. 124), while Wilson (1983) defined trustworthiness as honest and a disinclination to deceive. Credibility as it relates to media has been broken into three distinct, but related areas: source credibility, message credibility and medium credibility (Kiousis, 2001). Message credibility is concerned with the characteristics of the message and medium credibility deals with specific channels through which the message is communicated (Borah, 2014). Source credibility, on which this thesis is focused, examines how different characteristics of communicators can influence how audiences process messages (Kiousis, 2001).

**Source credibility.** Source credibility was first introduced by Hovland and Weiss (1952), when they found much higher approval ratings for messages from high credibility sources than low credibility sources. Also, they found low credibility sources were
perceived as less fair than high credibility sources, despite the messages being identical (Hovland & Weiss, 1952). Further, Hovland, Janis and Kelley (1953) made a theoretical statement that people are more likely to be persuaded by a message when they perceive a source as credible. However, this view has been criticized as too simplistic (Markham, 1968), one-sided (Berlo, Lemert & Mertz, 1970) and lacking additional dimensions (Whitehead, 1968; Burgoon, 1976; McCroskey, Holdridge & Toomb, 1974). While a large number of studies have found a systematic credibility effect, or highly credible sources being more persuasive than lower credibility sources, some contrary literature exists (Sternthal, Dholakia & Leavitt, 1978). Dholakia and Sternthal (1977) revealed no systematic credibility effect, despite highly credible sources being perceived as more trustworthy and expert than low credibility sources.

Some findings exist related to media source credibility and its effect on other aspects of media credibility. For example, Wilson and Sherrell (1993) found that message-related factors such as incongruity of content, discrepancy of previous beliefs and timing of source identification within the message can impact source credibility. Slater and Rouner (1996) found that well-presented messages lend credibility to the source, while poorly presented messages detract from credibility. However, if a source initially is seen as expert and credible, the mediating effect is not as strong and the message and source are more likely to retain credibility in the face of poor presentation.

Source credibility has been studied in many different ways including its effect on sources of journalism, such as medium (Newhagen & Nass, 1989), as well as its impact on political candidates (Andsager, 1990). Goss and Williams (1973) found that subjects confer higher levels of credibility to those whose messages they agreed. Also, they found
that unclear messages were effective in maintaining source credibility when the participants disagreed with the message (Goss & Williams, 1973). Likewise, moderate credibility sources were found to be more persuasive on issues than high credibility sources if participants agreed with the moderate credibility sources (Bock & Saine, 1975). Furthermore, Sternthal, Dholakia and Leavitt (1978) found that moderate credibility sources prompted more agreement from audiences with favorable predispositions toward the issues in question than high credibility sources without favorable predispositions. However, they found that when audiences were negatively predisposed to an issue, high credibility sources induced more agreement than lower credibility sources (Sternthal, Dholakia & Leavitt, 1978). Finally, when the source was identified after the message was communicated, credibility had no effect on attitudes (Sternthal, Dholakia & Leavitt, 1978).

**Online source credibility.** In recent years, media source credibility literature has seen a transition to the online space. However, results have not differed much from traditional media (Wathen & Burkell, 2001). Rieh and Belkin (1998) found that information leading researchers to the Internet as a source do not differ from such information from traditional media. Also, they found that judgments of quality from Internet information are based on the perceived credibility of the source (Rieh & Belkin, 1998). Rieh and Belkin (1998; 2000) found online source credibility markers to replace those from traditional media, concluding that seven factors affect Internet information credibility: source, format, content, presentation, accuracy, currency and loading speed.

Fogg et al. (2003) examined how users evaluate the credibility of websites and found the design and look of the website were the factors mentioned most frequently.
Visual design and the prominence of important content elements were the most important for users (Fogg et al., 2003). Kiousis and Dimitrova (2006) studied the impact of source on the web, looking at how perceived credibility was affected by public relations sources versus news sources. They found no significant differences in credibility, salience, attitudes or website evaluation between the public relations and news websites. However, interactive features did significantly affect perceptions of credibility (Kiousis & Dimitrova, 2006). Similarly, Borah (2014) found that interactivity online through the use of hyperlinks increases perceptions of source credibility.

Social media credibility literature reveals that content producers use different cues to indicate the credibility of messages they are sharing on social media, specifically social networking sites (Osatuyi, 2013). Also, Westerman, Spence and Van Der Heide (2013) found that how often recent social media sites, specifically Twitter, were updated contributed significantly the credibility perceptions of the source and the information.

**Sensationalism and credibility.** In examining how tabloidization and sensationalism online affects source credibility, Mackay and Bailey (2014) found that stories written in a tabloid style were viewed as less credible than traditional “inverted pyramid” style stories. Also, they found that tabloid-ized soft news stories were rated as more credible than hard news stories in the same style and that participants were less likely to enjoy tabloid stories than traditional stories (Mackay & Bailey, 2014). The researchers suggest that online news media may damage their credibility by using such sensational techniques (Mackay & Bailey, 2014). However, the use of “breaking news” labels on online news stories had no effect on the credibility rating of the source, regardless of the newsworthiness of the story (Yoo, 2013). Yoo (2013) interpreted that
this may have been due to the prevalence of breaking news labels online, causing audiences to already become accustomed to such erroneous labels.

**Media Priming As a Theoretical Framework**

This study uses media priming theory as a theoretical framework to explore the effect of clickbait headlines on credibility. Priming theory has roots in cognitive psychology and stems from the associative network model of human memory, which holds that humans store ideas or concepts as nodes in a neural network which relates to other ideas or concepts through semantic pathways (Pan & Kosicki, 1997). The priming effect occurs when a node is activated by a stimulus and when that node functions as a framework, filter or “premise for further information processing or judgment formation” (Pan & Kosicki, 1997, p. 9-10). This activated node could stay activated within the working memory of the subject for a period of time, increasing the probability other associated thoughts or ideas also come to mind (Berkowitz, 1984). Within this context, media priming refers to the effects of media content (i.e. news headlines) on people’s cognitive (i.e. memory), attitudinal and behavioral outcomes (Roskos-Ewoldsen et. al, 2002).

Further, priming is a continuously occurring process that influences judgements, perceptions and behaviors. Bargh and Pietromonaco (1982) found evidence of priming effects even in situations in which individuals were unaware they were being tested. It has been argued that priming may alter the ways in which people process information (Severin & Tankard, 2001). Based on these arguments, this thesis proposes that, while presenting individuals with headlines on scientific research findings, the headline information will have a priming effect beyond the content of the message (i.e. headline
text) and, eventually, processing of the news article will be primed by the headline of the article. This thesis will use information of headlines (sensational “clickbait” headlines vs. non-sensational traditional headlines) as the main message features to serve as cues. That is, individuals exposed to information retain that information while forming opinions. If an individual is exposed to sensational clickbait headlines, that person will be primed to view the message as less credible than individuals exposed to non-sensational headlines.

Much of the previous research on media priming has investigated priming effects of different message genres including media violence (Josephson, 1987; Anderson, 1997), political news (Krosnick & Kinder, 1990), stereotypes (Wyer, Bodenhausen, & Gorman, 1985; Power, Murphy, & Coover, 1996), and advertising (Yi, 1990; Yi, 1991). Media scholars and practitioners are becoming increasingly concerned about issues related to media credibility and new technology (i.e., social media, Facebook in this current thesis). While people respond automatically and unconsciously to media, information processing varies across media environments. For example, Fahmy and Wanta (2005) measured the differences between source credibility of print versus video based on priming effects by priming participants with either video information or print information about the ease in which photos in the media can be manipulated. Then they measured the participants’ perceptions of the media’s credibility by examining two dimensions of credibility: believability and community affiliation. The results showed that less priming occurred in audiences who were pre-exposed to priming cues from print information than those pre-exposed to video information. Also, they revealed that the combination of video and print priming leads to negative feelings toward the priming message, not the secondary message (Fahmy & Wanta, 2005).
While extensive research has been conducted on priming on print and video mediums, little literature exists about priming effects in a social media context. This thesis extends the influence of priming using social media to determine whether previous findings with other media modes can be observed in a social media context, particularly in Facebook. Previous literature sheds light on how the source is an important factor influencing audiences’ perceptions of credibility toward the message. Although a main effect of message presentation (well written vs. poorly written) existed such that well-presented messages lead to higher credibility, if a source is initially seen as expert and credible, the message and the source are more likely to retain credibility despite poor presentation (Slater & Rouner, 1996). More specifically, when the source of the message is arbitrary (i.e., a made up source) or ambiguous (i.e., source is absent) processing is driven by the message itself and sensationalism of messages negatively affect reader perception (Mackay & Bailey, 2014). Likewise, the likelihood of the retrieval of thoughts or ideas from memory (i.e., credibility perceptions of messages) can be enhanced by prior exposure to that idea (Higgins & King, 1981). This prior exposure could be pre-existing credibility toward both the sources and headlines of the messages. That is, credibility toward messages with clickbait headlines could be influenced by the level or type of source cues presented. More importantly, the credibility toward the source also could be influenced by the level or type of the headline (sensational clickbait headline vs. traditional headline) which is the message cue guiding individuals’ perceptions.

Lagerwerf, Timmerman and Bosschaert (2015) found that headlines that were incongruous or inconsistent with the subsequent stories increased information processing and recall among readers. Whitney (1986) found that audiences trust sources with which
they are already have a pre-existing level of credibility established. So, if the source of the message is revealed and the individual has a pre-existing high credibility perception toward that source, message processing is bounded by how the individual perceived the source initially and the impact of the clickbait is minimal (Slater & Rouner, 1996). On the other hand, if the source of the message contains a pre-existing low credibility perception in the mind of a reader, the level of the headline (sensational clickbait vs. traditional) will influence credibility perceptions of the source of the message. This is because the headlines will prime readers on how to perceive the source of the message, while subsequently cueing them to devote more resources to information processing, thus being more mentally focused on the incongruous nature of the clickbait headline if it is present. Based on this, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H1: Sources presented with sensational (clickbait) headlines will have lower perceived credibility than those presented with traditional headlines.

H2: An interaction will occur between the type of headlines and the level of (pre-existing) credibility toward the sources such that lower credibility sources will have a greater decrease in perceived credibility than higher credibility sources as a function of the presence of sensational (clickbait) headlines.

Online science communication can be delivered through ‘.gov’ and ‘.com’ domains. Previous studies have shown that there are differences in source credibility within online sources for science communication. Treise et al. (2003) found increased source credibility perceptions for science communication from online sources with ‘.gov’
domains, meaning government sources, compared to sources with ‘.com’ domains, implying private sources. However, Kiousis and Dimitrova (2006) found that source credibility perceptions from public relations sources do not differ from source credibility perceptions of news sources if both sources are communicating their messages over the Internet. Due to these conflicting findings, the following research question is proposed:

RQ1: Will a difference exist in source credibility perceptions between public relations sources (research institutes) and news sources (journalistic organizations) when clickbait headlines are used?

Similarly, if familiarity toward the source of a message can prime readers to perceive the credibility of the source in a certain way, perhaps this same familiarity or interest toward the subject matter of the story also may prime readers in a certain way. Thus, the following research question is proposed:

RQ2: Does a pre-existing interest in science news moderate the source credibility ratings of readers when exposed to sensational (clickbait) headlines?
Methods

Experimental Design and Procedure

The experiment used a 2 (headline type) x 2 (source type) x 2 (level of credibility) within-subjects design. The type of headline for the story provided had two levels: sensational (clickbait) versus traditional headlines; the type of source had two levels: university (public relations) message sources (e.g., Harvard University), and news organization message sources (e.g., New York Times.) Two levels of credibility for university message sources and news organization message sources existed (high vs. low). The types of headlines and the types of sources were crossed, creating eight experimental conditions where headline and source type were paired along with the level of credibility of the source (traditional headline + highly credible education source; traditional headline + highly credible news organization; traditional headline + lower credible education source; traditional headline + lower credible news organization; clickbait headline + highly credible education source; clickbait headline + highly credible news organization; clickbait headline + lower credible education source; and clickbait headline + lower credible news organization.) The set of headlines and sources were unique for each experimental condition.

The headlines (both sensational and traditional) for all four stories were photoshopped to resemble shared links on a Facebook timeline specific to the source presented and were linked to the same corresponding stories. Participants were presented with all four of the stories, each with randomly assigned credibility, source and headline levels. Following each message exposure, participants were asked to rate the source
credibility of the message using a credibility scale modified from two pre-existing
credibility measures (Gaziano & McGrath, 1986; Hilligoss & Rieh, 2008).

After the credibility questions, participants also were asked control questions
about each message, including their likelihood to click on that article if they saw it on
Facebook as well as their general interest in stories of that topic.

Participants then were asked a number of general media use questions including
how often they used Facebook, how often they used the Internet to find news, and their
general interest in science research news. General demographic questions including age,
gender and political views also were asked.

Finally, participants were asked to rate the initial source credibility of an
additional five news and university sources, which they were not exposed to during the
measuring of source credibility accompanied by headlines. This procedure was done as a
manipulation check for the level of source credibility used in the experiment. Steps were
taken to ensure participants were not exposed to these additional news sources during the
previous phase of the experiment.

Participants

A total of 336 individuals participated in the experiment. Recruited participants
were undergraduate and graduate students from a large Midwestern university.
Participants were offered extra credit in their classes for their voluntary participation. An
alternative assignment was provided for equal extra credit points for students who did not
wish to participate. Females comprised 71% of respondents and males 25%, with 4% not
reporting gender. Class standing for the sample included 33% reporting as freshmen, 16%
as sophomores, 29% as juniors, 18% as seniors, and just more than 1% as graduate
students. 92% of the sample was 21 years old or younger, with 27 percent of the sample identifying as 18 years old. Only 2% of the sample identified as older than 22 years old.

**Stimulus Materials**

Two pretests were conducted through online surveys using Qualtrics survey software. The first pretest was performed to exclude any possible emotionality effect of the stimulus articles. Participants for this pretest were recruited among friends and family of the researcher and participated voluntarily with no compensation. A second pretest was performed to determine which headline samples prepared by the researcher were the most sensational, as well as which research news sources and university sources identified by the researcher had the highest and lowest credibility. Participants of the second pretest were recruited from students of a large Midwestern university and were offered extra credit in their classes for their voluntary participation. An alternative assignment was provided for equal extra credit points for students who did not wish to participate. A total of 20 participants participated in the first pretest; a total of 77 undergraduate and graduate students participated in the second pretest. The researcher selected science news stories from existing science communication articles found on the websites of universities outside of Missouri and not included as sources in the experiment. The length of each story was approximately 300 words. Only articles released after March 1, 2015 were chosen. The researcher wrote sensational headlines based on Molek-Kozakowska (2013) for each of the stories. The researcher also gathered images of original Facebook posts from the 20 different news and university sources used in the experiment as well as images related to each news story through specific image searches on the Internet.
**Pretest 1.** To ensure validity of the experiment (excluding any emotionality effect of the stimulus articles), a pretest was conducted to determine which news stories identified by the researcher were the most emotionally neutral. Using a simple survey, participants randomly were presented with ten research news articles without headlines. Participants were asked to read each article carefully before answering eight questions measuring the emotionality of each article based on Zhao et al. (2011). General demographic questions including age, gender and political views also were asked.

**Pretest 2.** A second pretest was conducted to determine which sensational headline samples prepared by the researcher were the most sensational, as well as which research news sources identified by Mitchell et al. (2014) and university sources identified by the researcher had the highest and lowest credibility. In the pretest, participants were presented with ten randomly assigned news and university sources, then asked to rate the credibility of each source based on a modified version of two pre-existing credibility measures (Gaziano & McGrath, 1986; Hilligoss & Rieh, 2008). These headlines were modified based on the three different types of clickbait headline types from Molek-Kozakowska (2013). General demographic questions including age, gender and political views also were asked.

**Pretest results.** Results of Pretest 1 concluded the following four stories were the most emotionally neutral: students learn better when they use standing desks (m = 3.17, sd = .51); children who have chemotherapy for cancer have greater health risks later in life (m = 3.14, sd = .40); the amount of sex couples have does not correlate to higher levels of happiness (m = 3.11, sd = .33); and viewing violent videos on social media can lead to post-traumatic stress disorder (m = 3.11, sd = .46).
Results of Pretest 2 concluded that the following news and university sources had the highest credibility among participants: *New York Times* (m = 4.21, sd = .53), *Wall Street Journal* (m = 4.22, sd = .44), National Public Radio (NPR) (m = 4.03, sd = .66), *USA Today* (m = 3.82, sd = .62), and *Washington Post* (m = 4.05, sd = .54) as well as the University of Missouri (m = 3.76, sd = .69), Harvard University (m = 3.86, sd = .74), Stanford University (m = 3.88, sd = .73), Yale University (m = 4.08, sd = .69), and Washington University in St. Louis (m = 3.85, sd = .62). Results also concluded that the following news and university sources had the lowest credibility among participants: *BuzzFeed* (m = 2.58, sd = .88), *Al Jazeera America* (m = 2.76, sd = 1.07), *The National Enquirer* (m = 2.30, sd = 1.28), *The Rush Limbaugh Show* (m = 2.51, sd = .75), *The Glen Beck Program* (m = 2.76, sd = .71) as well as Lincoln University (m = 3.16, sd = .69), *Linn State Technical College* (m = 3.19, sd = .73), *Ozarks Technical Community College* (m = 2.86, sd = .74), *Lindenwood University* (m = 3.07, sd = .54), and *Park University* (m = 3.08, sd = .76). Further results showed the following clickbait headlines prepared by the researcher for the stories identified in Pretest 1 were the most sensational:

- Teachers are learning this secret to making you learn better. And you may not like it. (m = 3.13, sd = 1.04)
- What they don’t tell kids who get cancer (m = 3.25, sd = .92)
- Could having more sex make you less happy? (m = 3.19, sd = .78)
- Could social media cause you trauma? (m = 3.11, sd = .45)

Measures

*Independent variables.*

*Headline type.* In this experiment, traditional headlines and clickbait headlines were used. Traditional headlines were written in a fact-based style stating the primary facts of the story in an objective nature (e.g., “Scientists Find an Old Cancer Drug Could
Lead to New Cancer Treatments”). Clickbait headlines were defined as sensational in nature to promote the subsequent stories as shocking or fascinating. Three different types of clickbait headlines were created based on Molek-Kozakowska (2013). The exposition illocutions type illustrates an announcement revealing information perceived to previously hidden from the public (e.g., “New Treatment of Cancer Now Revealed: What You Didn’t Know about This Old Drug”). The speculation illocutions type illustrates the suggestion of what the future consequences of the issue may be (e.g., “This New Cancer Treatment Could Change Everything”). Finally, the generalization illocutions type illustrates inferences of trends based on isolated incidents; also passing judgment on entire classes of people for the actions of individuals (e.g., “New Study is Sign of a Revolution in Fighting Cancer”).

Sources type and level of credibility. The headline sources were manipulated by including sources which are known national research institutions (high credibility sources such as Harvard University and Stanford University) and recognizable local colleges (low credibility sources such as Columbia College, Lincoln University and Linn State Technical College). For news organizations, both their national recognition and their rankings in terms of trustworthiness found in a study done by Mitchell et al. (2014) were used to select appropriate news outlets. Based on pretest results, the five highest credibility news and university sources and the five lowest credibility news and university sources were chosen.

Dependent variables.

Perceived source credibility. Perceived source credibility is defined as the level to which participants associate the aspects of credibility (i.e., objectivity, accuracy, reliable)
with the presented sources of science news messages provided. Perceived source credibility was measured by using modified versions of two pre-existing credibility measures (Gaziano & McGrath, 1986; Hilligoss & Rieh, 2008), focusing on following dimensions: truthfulness, trustworthiness, believability, accuracy, objectivity, reliability, and factuality. Participants were asked to rate on a seven-pointed Likert scale their level of agreement with the following statements: “I believe the source of this article is truthful”; “I believe the source of this article is believable”; “I believe the source of this article is accurate”; “I believe the source of this article is objective”; “I believe the source of this article is reliable”; and “I believe the source of this article is factual.” The Likert scale ranged from “Strongly disagree,” which was coded as 1, to “neutral,” which was coded as 4, to “strongly agree,” which was coded as 7.

In order to ensure internal validity and reliability of the data, Cronbach’s Alpha was identified for all independent variables, each encompassing the mean scores of the six credibility rating questions. All variables scored within an acceptable range. Traditional headlines from high credibility news sources scored $\alpha = .895$; traditional headlines from low credibility news sources scored $\alpha = .896$; traditional headlines from high credibility university sources scored $\alpha = .874$; traditional headlines from low credibility university sources scored $\alpha = .899$; clickbait headlines from high credibility news sources scored $\alpha = .878$; clickbait headlines from low credibility news sources scored $\alpha = .900$; clickbait headlines from high credibility university sources scored $\alpha = .886$; and clickbait headlines from low credibility university sources scored $\alpha = .915$. 
**Statistical analysis.**

IBM SPSS 22 was used for data analysis. Partial or incomplete questionnaires were deleted as a way to clean up the raw data. A 2x2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA was calculated comparing participants’ credibility ratings of sources based on exposure to headline type (traditional/sensational (clickbait)), the initial credibility level of the sources (high/low), and source type (news / research sources.)
Results

Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 predicted that sources would receive lower credibility ratings when sensational (clickbait) headlines were presented than when traditional headlines were presented. A significant main effect for headline type was found (F (1,154) = 3.97, p < .05) with the mean credibility score for traditional headlines (m = 3.38, sd = .03) being higher than the mean credibility score for sensational (clickbait) headlines (m = 3.29, sd = .03). Thus, Hypothesis 1 was accepted.

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 predicted that sources with low initial credibility ratings will experience even lower credibility ratings when paired with sensational headlines, while sources with high initial credibility ratings will not see a significant drop in credibility. A significant main effect for initial source credibility ratings was found (F (1,154) = 161, p < .001) with the mean credibility scores for low initial credibility sources (m = 3.07, sd = .03) being lower than mean credibility scores for high initial credibility sources (m = 3.59, sd = .03). Thus, Hypothesis 2 was accepted.

Research Question 1

Research Question 1 asked whether a difference existed between source credibility perceptions between source type (news/university sources). The main effect for source type was not significant (F (1,154) = 1.12, p > .05) with the mean credibility scores for news sources (m = 3.36, sd = .03) and research sources (m = 3.31, sd = .03) being similar. Further, the interaction between source type and initial credibility rating
was found to be significant (F (1, 154) = 55.95, p < .001) with the mean credibility score of low credibility news sources (m = 2.94, sd = .05) being lower than mean credibility score of low credibility research sources (m = 3.20, sd = .04). However, high credibility news sources (m = 3.78, sd = .04) had a higher mean credibility score than high credibility research sources (m = 3.41, sd = .04).

![Interaction of Initial Credibility and Source Type](image.png)

**Fig. 1**

Interactions between headline type and source (F (1, 154) = .007, p > .05) and headline type and initial credibility (F (1,154) = .73, p > .05) were not significant, mean scores for all being very similar. However, interactions between all three (headline type, source type and initial credibility) was significant (F (1, 154) = 4.06, p < .05) with all mean scores for traditional headlines being higher than means scores for sensational headlines except for traditional headline low credibility news sources (m = 2.92, sd = .07), which scored lower than sensational headline low credibility news sources (m = 2.96, sd = .07).
A separate 2x2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA was calculated using participants’ interest in science news as a moderating factor when comparing participants’ credibility ratings of sources based on exposure to headline type (traditional/sensational (clickbait)), the initial credibility level of the sources (high/low), and source type (news / research sources.) A significant main effect for initial credibility rating was found (F (1,141) = 134.67, p < .001) with high initial credibility sources (m = 3.57, sd = .03) having a higher mean score than low initial credibility sources (m = 3.07, sd = .03). Main effects for headline type (F (1,141) = 1.93, p > .05) and source type (F (1,141) = .67, p <.05) were not significant, with mean scores of each being very similar.

**Research Question 2**

Research Question 2 asked whether participants’ level of science news interest would have a moderating effect on credibility ratings of science stories with sensational headlines based on their initial credibility ratings. The interaction between headline type and initial credibility ratings with science news interest was significant (F (1, 141) = 8.29, p < .05) with mean credibility scores for sources with sensational headlines from
participants with low science news interest and both low credibility sources (m = 3.00, sd = .07) and high credibility sources (m = 3.37, sd = .07) scoring lower than mean credibility scores for sources with sensational headlines from participants with high science news interest from low credibility sources (m = 3.11, sd = .06) and high credibility sources (m = 3.65, sd = .06), respectively.

Further, the interaction between headline type, source and science news interest was not significant (F (1, 141) = 1.67, p > .05) with mean credibility scores all being similar. The interaction between initial credibility ratings, source and science news interest also was not significant (F (1, 141) = .11, p > .05) with mean credibility scores all being similar. Finally, the interaction between headline type, initial credibility ratings, source and science news interest was significant (F (1, 141) = 10.95, p < .001) with mean scores for high science interest sensational headline high credibility news sources (m = 3.83, sd = .07) being higher than low science interest scores for the same headline and initial credibility rating news source (m = 3.43, sd = .09).

Fig. 3
Other significant results include the interaction of credibility and source ($F(1,141) = 41.64, p < .001$) with the mean credibility scores for low credibility news sources ($m = 2.93, sd = .05$) being lower than low credibility university sources ($m = 3.21, sd = .05$) while the mean credibility scores for high credibility news sources ($m = 3.75, sd = .04$) were higher than high credibility news sources ($m = 3.39, sd = .05$).
Also, the interaction between headline type, initial credibility ratings and source was significant (F (1, 141) = 7.58, p < .05) with similar mean scores as the previous result.

Additional insignificant results include the interactions of headline type and science news interest (F(1, 141) = .81, p > .05), initial credibility scores and science news interest (F(1, 141) = .61, p > .05), source and science news interest (F(1, 141) = .77, p > .05), headline type and initial credibility rating (F(1, 141) = 1.06, p > .05), and headline type and source (F(1, 141) = .05, p > .05) with means scores being similar within each interaction.
The purpose of this study was to determine how the use of clickbait headlines on Facebook to attract readers to view articles on new scientific research findings affects the perceived credibility of the story source. In line with the prediction (Hypothesis 1), the study results revealed that the presence of clickbait headlines does indeed result in lower perceived credibility of the sources responsible for the headlines. When readers are presented with science news stories on Facebook, the results of this study suggest that they will have more negative opinions of story sources that use clickbait headlines than sources that use traditional headlines. This is most evident in the finding that the same sources received significantly lower credibility ratings when they employed clickbait headlines as opposed to when they employed traditional headlines.

This finding supports that readers, when primed with a sensational headline, expect a sensational story to match the expectations created by the initial priming cue. When those readers are then linked to a subsequent story that is emotionally neutral and relatively unsensational compared to the initial clickbait headline, readers may feel tricked or used when their expectations are not met in reality. These negative emotions can then be directed toward the entity which caused these emotions: the source. Feelings of betrayal or trickery may lead to decreased perceptions of trustworthiness, believability, and accuracy; emotions that relate directly to the credibility level of the source. This suggests that news organizations and other science news sources interested in maintaining or improving their perceived credibility among their audiences may want to avoid the use of clickbait to attract readers on Facebook.
Further, as predicted by Hypothesis 2, sources which already suffered from low initial credibility scores saw a significantly greater negative effect on their credibility ratings after clickbait headline exposure as compared to initially highly credible sources. It appears clear that when presented with science news headlines on Facebook, readers not only are primed by the style of headline (clickbait or traditional) but also are primed by the source itself. Readers, being primed by their pre-conceived credibility rating for the source, are cued to have a negative view toward the source initially. This negative view can then be compounded by feelings of distrust initiated by the presence of a clickbait headline and the subsequent disparate story. While sources with low initial credibility were most negatively affected by the use of clickbait headlines, high credibility sources also experienced a negative credibility effect.

Interestingly, findings of this study showed that readers do not seem to distinguish between news and university sources of science news in terms of whether either source type was viewed as more credible than another. However, low credibility news sources experience a significantly lower credibility rating than low credibility university sources. Concurrently, high credibility news sources experienced significantly higher credibility ratings than high credibility university sources. It appears that readers seem to have a stronger emotional reaction to news sources, either positively or negatively, based on their initial credibility perceptions of each source. On the other hand, readers appear to have a more neutral stance toward university sources, regardless of their initial credibility perceptions. Regardless of these differing emotionality perceptions toward source type, these results suggest that both news and university sources should take precautions when considering the use of clickbait headlines.
The most interesting result of this study was in regards to Research Question 2, which asked if participants’ level of science news interest would have an effect on credibility ratings of science news stories with sensational headlines. Results of this interaction were significant, with participants who reported a low level of interest in science news seemed more negatively affected by sensational headlines than participants with a high level of interest in science news.

This result most effectively proves the primary hypothesis of this thesis: that clickbait headlines will negatively affect the credibility of science news sources. Participants who reported a lower level of interest in science news may have felt especially fooled or tricked by sensational clickbait headlines because their pre-existing interest for the subject matter already was low. Being exposed to clickbait headlines appeared to artificially inflate these participants’ expectations for stories they may otherwise have not clicked on in the first place. The resulting negative emotional reaction due to the disparate nature of the headline and corresponding story may be the cause associated with the decreased credibility scores for those sources.

On the other hand, participants who reported a higher level of science news interest still expressed displeasure with the use of clickbait through lower credibility ratings than when they were presented with the same stories with traditional headlines. However, their credibility ratings for clickbait-using sources may have been higher than the other group of participants due to their pre-existing general interest in those types of stories. While high-science news interest participants were still upset by the use of clickbait, the resulting emotional reaction may have been muted since they still found some level of interest toward the story they were linked to. This pre-existing interest may
have lessened the perceived disparity between the clickbait headline and the story, thus lessening the overall negative emotional impact.

Despite the negative effects clickbait headlines can have on source credibility, it does not negate the fact that their use does increase the amount of story clicks and readers they garner. Ironically, news sources that depend on clickbait tactics the most, such as BuzzFeed, Upworthy, and other online content aggregators, are the ones who suffer the most from their negative effects. However, it could be argued that those sources care much more about the number of readers, and subsequent income, they garner by using clickbait headlines. Alternatively, higher credibility sources such as the New York Times, Wall Street Journal and Harvard University, may value their credibility more than any short-term increase in online exposure. Ultimately, news and university sources must decide for themselves what they value most: their credibility among their constituents, or an increased number of readers, regardless of its overall effect on perceived credibility.

**Limitations and Areas of Future Study**

The nature of the participant sample limited this study. By using a sample of college students, 92% of whom were between 18-21 years of age and 71% female, the scope of this study can only extend to that demographic. Participants of this study also identified as digitally native, with 88 percent reporting to use the Internet for news “often” or “all the time.” Future research may want to expand this sample to include older participants who are not as digitally native as the group surveyed in this study.

A second limitation stemmed from the research design. While steps were taken to create as realistic a Facebook viewing experience as possible, the nature of the survey software prevented a fully immersive Facebook browsing experience. Future research
may want to devote resources to designing an experiment that allows participants to enter fully into a natural Facebook browsing environment.

A suggested further course of study would be to examine the mechanisms by which readers experience the negative emotions when exposed to clickbait headlines that do not live up to their primed expectations. Also, interesting results may be revealed upon further investigation as to why readers’ emotionality toward news and university sources differ.
Conclusion

The results of this study strongly suggest that the use of clickbait headlines to attract readers to view science news has a negative impact on the credibility perceptions of the source of the science news. Further, sources with pre-existing low credibility are hurt even more by the effect of clickbait use. Both news and university sources appear to be similarly affected by this phenomenon, so any source of science news should take precautions when considering the use of clickbait headlines. Ultimately, news and university sources must decide for themselves what they value most: their credibility among their constituents, or an increased number of readers, regardless of its overall effect on perceived credibility. Further examination of how this emotional mechanism within readers is carried out once they have been exposed to clickbait headlines may lead to additional insight into how and why people search for news on Facebook.
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Appendix

Examples of Facebook Headlines

1. Low credibility news with a traditional headline.

![New study: Want students to pay attention? Give them a standing desk](image)

2. Low credibility news with a clickbait headline.

![Teachers are learning this secret to making you learn better. And you may not like it.](image)
3. High credibility news with a traditional headline.

4. High credibility news with a clickbait headline.
5. Low credibility university with a traditional headline.

6. Low credibility university with a clickbait headline.
7. High credibility university with a traditional headline.

8. High credibility university with a clickbait headline.